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Hot on wheel
Molly Roger Rollergirls
pit jocks versus nerds in
competition -SEE NEWS,A2

Knights record school's best finish
at NCAA Championship -sEESPORTs,As
HISTORY

FIRE LEADS TO
HISTORICAL
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Arecent fire caused by a lightning
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stonn in a Milwaukee public schoor
resulted in an unusual ffnd.An
American flag from 1897,which had
just 45 stars to represent the number
ofst.ates at the time,had been stored
in the school's unused attic area for
more than 100years.
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UCF shooting guard
dismissed from team
RYAN BASS
StaffWriter

For the second time in
four months, a UCF basketball player was dismissed from the men's basketball team.
Redshirt
freshman

Chris Baez was released
from his scholarship last
week for not fulfilling his
academic responsibilities,
just months after Tony
Davis was dismissed from
the team for the same violation.
The dismissal was first

reported by the Orlando
Sentinel on Wednesday
afternoon. Head coach
Kirk Speraw declined to
comment.
Davis was released in
February and had a similar
situation as Baez. Details
of Davis' dismissal could-

n't
be
released
due to the
Family Educational
Rights and
Privacy Act
Baez
with
the
same act in
effect for Baez.
Baez,
the
6-foot-5
swingman. appeared in 30
games this past season and
averaged 3.5 points in 14.1
minutes per game.
His best outing last season came in a game on
Nov. 22 against New Mexico. Baez scored l2 points in
16 minutes and hit the

game-winning 3-pointer
with four seconds left, lifting UCF to a 72-71 road victory at The Pit, the Lobos'
famed arena.
Baez missed his entire
freshman season due to an
ACL injury and was
expected to be a scoring
threat for the Knights
alongside Jermaine Taylor
this past season.
Speraw has always been
optimistic about Baez, but
he never lived up to the
scoring ability he had
before coming to UCF.
Baez spent the 2006-07
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UCF
braces
for flu
flare-up

CRIME

MAN CALLS 911
FOR AMISSING
An Oregon man spent Memorial Day
in jail after dialing 911 to complain

that a McDonald's worker was rude
and didn't give him an orange juice
he ordered. He was accused of
improper use ofthe emergency
telephone number. AMcDonald's
employee also called 911 during the
incident to complain that Osman
and the people with him were
blocking the drive-thru lane and
knocking on the restaurant
windows.

ASHLEY CARNIFAX
Online Editor

UCF is well prepared
for an outbreak of the IIlNl
virus, or swine flu. according to officials from Health
Services at UCF.
Bob Wirag, director of
UCF Health Services, said
that though most students
were gone during the
height of the IIlNl scare,
UCF was hard at work
preparing for the possibility of an outbreak.
"We have an internal
networlf within UCF that
incluqes-3A-e Department
ofEnvironme~ Health &
Safety, News &_;Information, our critical contact
points, [and] levels ofhigher administration, including police services," Wrrag
said
Between the internal
network
and
outside
sources, such as the Cen ters for Disease Control
and Prevention and the
Orange County Health
Department, campus offi-

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

LEARN HOW TO TAKE
DIGITAL PHOTOS LIKE
APRO MONDAY
From 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. on Monday,
the Faculty Media Center will be
offering a training session for
beginners and experts wanting to
learn more about taking digital
photography.

PLEASESEE

Group helps
businesses
formulate
_disaster plan

LOCAL & STATE, A2

ST. PETERSBURG MAN
DEAD FROM HOUSE
FIRE SATURDAY
P)

CAMPUS ON A6

Authorities say a late-night fire at
a small, wood-frame house in
St.Petersburg left a man dead and
a woman homeless. Investigators
are still working to determine how
the fire started.

MEGAN ANDERSON
Contributing Writer

>
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78-VEAR-OLD DRIVER
ACCUSED OF KILLING
PEDESTRIAN
An elderly driver in Seminole
County is accused of leaving the
scene of a fatal accident after
running over a pedestrian. He
pulled over and returned to the
scene, the highway patrol said
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Ggarette butts lay on a moss in between Garage Dand the psychology building. Cigarette butts are the most
popular item to be littered, followed by glass pieces from bottles and paper.
'

Students recycle to help environment
MARY CRISTOBAL
Staff Writer

Jodi Clark reuses the news.
Clark, a UCF graduate, reads the Central Fl.orida Future in the mornings and
when she's finished. she puts the newspaper back in its stand
"Why throw this away when someone else wants to read the same thing?''
Clark said
She said she notices people leaving newspapers behind and that she has
actually picked up after news readers, but she hasn't confronted litterers except a friend of hers who threw a granola bar wrapper out of the window
while they were driving to Islands of Adventure.
''I think about [throw-away items], like how the population is growing and
how we're using more and more," Clark said ''In my mind I'm thinking, 'Where
is this all going to go?' I'm definitely conscious of it."
Paper is the third most popular littered item on Florida roadsides, according to Keep America Beautiful, a volunteer-based organization that engages in
PLEASE SEE

LAZY ON AS

The Small Business
Development Center at
UCF is kicking off hurricane
season by bringing free
workshops and a disaster kit
on wheels to Central Florida
to help small businesses
prepare and plan for any
disaster.
"History has shown that
about 40 percent of those
businesses that have to
close due to a disaster never
reopen,"
said
Gene
Romagna, area nianager for
the Small Business Center
at UCF, in an e-mail inte rview.
"That has an obviously
horrible impact upon those
business owne rs, employees, customers and suppliers,"
Romagna
said.
''.Anything that we can do to
reduce that will have a great
PLEASE SEE
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Womenfind
release,
camaraderie
through
roller derby
competitions

AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

·• Learn to take digital photos
'

~

On Monday from 9 a.m.
to ll am. in Room 202 of
Classroom Building 1, the
Faculty Media Center will
be offering a training session for beginners and
experts.
They will cover equipment, terminology and
techniques for talcing digital photography.
Contact Ryan Retherford at 407-823-2571 for
more information.
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11re Student Newspaper at I/CF since 1968

The Centro/ Florida Future Is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Aorida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
or the University administration. All conll!flt is property
of the Centra/Rorida Furureand may not be reprinted in
part or in whole without permiSSion from the pubiisher.
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murder de fendant in central
Florida wants tax dollars to
pay for the removal of a bullet from his groin because
he said it will help in his
defense.
Authorities said Craig
Carwise f'ire d 15 shots in
2006 outside an apartment
complex in Wmte r Park,
killing one person. H e was
charged with first-degree
murder.
But Carwise claims the
other person shot him f"rrst.
His lawyer said re moving
the bullet could prove it didn't come from the same gun
that shot the murder victim.
Prosecutors disagree.

-
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Neon roller-skate wheels rocket
across the hard floor, powered by
women in :fishnets and nylons,
knee-high socks, short-shorts and
the ambition to crash and burn
their opponents.
These women are the Molly
Roger Rollergirls, Brevard County's
roller derby team. And, as their slogan states, they will "beat your
women and steal your beer."
The Florida-based roller derby
team will play in New York in
November, and their goal is to
spread out to other states, said Tara
Thorvaldson, team president.
The team practices twice a
week and competes locally at the
Sports Zone Athletic Complex in
Rockledge.
.
While some games are head-tohead against other teams, sometimes both teams combine players,
and then split the players into
groups.
On Saturday. the Molly Roger
Rollergirls mixed with girls from
Gainesville Roller Rebels and
played a game of Nerds versus

Jocks.

Each player has an alias.
''When I'm home, I'm mom,"
Tara Thorvaldson, 26, said. "But
here, rm Buxom Basher."
Thorvaldson joined the team
two and a half years ago when she
saw a recruitment fl.yet
"I was going through a rough
time in my life and needed something for me," Thorvaldson said.
"So I decided I could.hit some people and take the aggression out."
But the game is not all about
aggression. There are rules to follow and referees to enforce them.
Each game, or bout, is divided
into three jams that last for 20 minutes each. Within these 20-minute
periods are several two-minute
jams.
A team's jammer must shove
her way through a pack of eight
women in order to score a point;

however, the jammer must skate
around the track once, passing the
pack. in order to be eligible to score.
Each team's pivot sets the pace
for all the other skaters to follow.
"The dedication of the girls is
incredible," referee Mark Dykes, 31,
said. "'They're not getting paid, but
they beat the crap out of each
other."
Michelle Marshall, 28, who
graduated from UCF in 2005,
played as a pivot for the Nerds
team.
"You get the best adrenaline
rush," Marshall said. "Seeing all the
fans here is great." .
Marshall created her alias, Five
Knuckle Bullet, based on an album
name from her husband's band.
Before each jam, Marshall stood
with her teammates, some wearing
thick-framed glasses blinded with
tape.
Then the jam began, her electric-green wheels darting across
the track, plaid shorts covering
fishnets and her raven hair in
braids.
However, wearing fishnets and
nylons is not just about fashion.
''When you hit the floor, your
skin will fall off [if you're not covered]," Thorvaldson said.
For combined-team games like
Nerds versus Jocks, safety is
emphasized even more because of
new teammates.
'"Ibis is a
fun, mixed
scrimmage," said
Heather
Shultz, aka
Ima Sinner,
who played
as a blocker
for
the
Jocks. "It's
good
for
new girls to
get
this
experience.
But
it
always

sucks hitting your own teammates."
Even though it may have been
difficult for Shultz, she looked past
it, skating full speed.
Bodies fell, slid and skidded,
pounding the floor hard and sometimes even landing in the crowd
"I think I want to -play with
them," Beth Gifford of Fort Lauderdale, first-time derby spectator
said. Gifford traveled to Rockledge
to watch her niece compete in the
event.
\i
Other spectators cheered along
with Gifford, some even holding up
signs in support of their favorite
derby girls.
"Garbage Pail Kid was my
favorite," Lindsay Turnbull, 25, of
Vero Beach said. "It was cool to
watch them move through the
crowd.''
As the roller derby girls moved
through the crowd, they collided
and ricocheted off each others'
bodies, resulting in a victory for the

Jocks.
"Losses happen," said 'Turnbull,
who was playing for the Nerds.
"You go out there and play your
hardest, and you still have a beer
and celebrate whoever won. It's all
about playing the game. The small
victories within the game are all
part of it. It's a full contact sport that
athletic and competitive girls are
drawn to:•
Molly
Roger Rollergirls are
having their
next
recruitment night
Thursday.
June 4 at
Galaxy
Skatewayin
Melbourne.
Holly Hacksaw,
a referee,
officiates at a
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Michelle Marshall, bottom right, 28, gets ready to start ajam. Her roller derby alias on the team Molly Roger Rollergirls is Five Knuckle Bullet.
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home leaves man dead
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Online News Editor
Ashley Carnifax x213
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An
• elderly driver in Seminole
County is accused of leaving the scene of a fatal accident after running over a
, pedestrian.
.
The 78-year-old man
identified as John Sepelak Jr.
of Wmter Park was stopped
five miles from the accident
by another driver who saw
what happened and chased
him down.
Officials said the victim,
48-year-old Paula Carrison,
stumble d and fell onto the
roadway Friday eve ning.
Sepelak drove over her, then
pulled over and returned to
the scene, according to the
highway patrol

--..

•

News Editors
Andrea Canterbury and
Virginia Kiddy x213

Earn LINK loot points
while pinpointing your
areas of interest concerning possible career choices.
On Wednesday from 1
p.m. to 2 p.m. in Career
Services, room 185C of
Ferrell Commons, stu~ dents will be able to
engage in activities that
will help them explore
interests that will help
them make career and
~ major-related decisions.
Contact Career Services at 407-823-2361 for
more information.

WINTER PARK -

'

CFF.editor@gmailcom

Explore your career interests

78-_year-old driver accused of
killing pedestrian

•. '"'·

Editor-in-Chief
Kari Wilberg x213

Students will learn how
to design resumes, cover
letters and other business
correspondence needed
to land a job in this onehour session.
On Tuesday from 11
a.m. to 12 p.m. in Career
Services, room 185C of
Ferrell Commons, learn
how to make the perfect
resume.
Contact Career Services at 407-823-2361 for
more information.

ST. PETERSBURG - A
, late-night f'ire at a small,
wood-frame house in St.
Petersburg left a man dead
and a woman homeless,
authorities said.
St. Petersburg Fire and
, Rescue crews found the
man within minutes Saturday night and rushed him to
Bayfront Medical Center.
However, the man later died
at the hospital.
Investigators are still
working to determine how
the fire started, according to
a news release. It was not
' known whether the house
had a working fire alarm.
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LET US KNOW
The Future wants to h ear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, se nd a fax to
4 07-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@centralfloridafuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
, for the Monday edition, 5 p.m.
Monday for the W ednesday
edition, and 5 p.m. Wednesday
for the Friday edition.
J,
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Dream business of two alumni takes flight
JERRIANN SULLIVAN
Coritributing Writer
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"While many businesses
are letting· employees go
and cutting benefits, two
UCF graduates have taken
advantage of the economic
times. Sales seem to be
soaring for the entrepreneurs who opened a sport
pilot training center May 1.
'So far we have sold a
little over 40 hours," Chris
Esposito, 24, co-owner of
First Landings Aviation
said.. "We are off to a good
start."
Adam Valencic, 23, also
co-owns First Landings
Aviation at the OrlandoApopka Airport, which is
the first fun-time sport
pilot training center in
Central Florida.
"Adam approached me
with the idea, and I
swapped my cubicle for a
cockpit and here I am,"
Esposito said "I love it."
Sport pilot training is
young in the aviation
world, according to Esposito.
"It' is pretty new, only
three or four years old,"
Esposito said.
The sport pilot certificate is a simplified version
of the private pilot certificate.
The sport pilot rating
was designed by the Federal Aviation Administration
in an attempt to make flying
more
accessible,
according to Esposito.
"It is for good weather
flying," Esposito said "You
don't fly at night or during
bad weather."
Typical private pilot
certificates require 40
hours of fly time in comparison to the sport pilot
rating, which has a minimum of 20.
"If you wanted, you
could knock it out in about
two weeks but everyone
learns at a different pace,''
Esposito said. "Once the
4

Adam Valendc, a UCF alumnus who
graduated in '08 in finance, flies a
plane. He co-owns First Landings
Aviation, a sport pilot training center
at the Orlando-Apopka Airport.
PHOTOS BY ERIN DREW/
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

flying bug hits you are
helpless."
Popularity for the program is in part fueled by
the state of the economy,
according to Valencic.
·~ lot of people say, 'I
don't have $8,000 to spend

right now,' and our program is only about $3,000,"
Valencic said
Valencic and Esposito
are not relying on popularity alone. They are aggressively promoting their
business.
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"We are really getting
our name out there du.ring
this first quarter,'' Valencic
said
.
While some Central
Florida businesses have cut
back on advertising budgets, First Landings Aviation

is utilizing as many plat.:.
forms as possible.
The company has purchased marketing materials such as banners,
brochures,
rack-cards,
mailers and fliers. When
they are not training their

students, they are attending networking events to
gain new clients.
First
Landings
Aviation's drive to succeed
comes from their love of
flying, according to Valencic.
"I love it," Valencic said.
''It is a lot of freedom - all
my friends are sitting in
cubicles while I'm doing
what I love."
The friends of six years
imagined their dream business while attending UCF,
Esposito said. Esposito
graduated in 2006 with a
degree in political science
while Valencic .f inished in
2008 with a degree in business finance.
"We kind of owe UCF
for the connections we
made," Esposito said
The two entered the
annual Sunshine State Venture Challenge with the
idea for a sport pilot flight
school
"The f'rrst time we
entered, we placed fourth,"
Valencic said ''It was hard
to explain our idea to the
judges."
The business plan did
catch the attention of one
of the semifinalist judges,
Blaine Sweatt, according to
Valencic.
"Sweatt thought it was a
great idea,'' Valencic said
Sweatt was unavailable
for comment in time for
publication.
The duo entered their
business plan the following
year and placed second
"If you won it, you won
$5,000," Valencic said "But
we still had not won, so we
were still broke:•
By this time, Sweatt
liked the business idea so
much he wanted to be the
main investor, according to
Valencic.
"He called us and asked
us to come meet with him,"
Valencic said. "If it were
not for UCF, I would be
working in a cubicle."
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VIRGINIA KIDDY
News Editor

When two siblings,
David and Elizabeth Gregory, were laid off from
their jobs in January, they
used their free time to create an iPhone application
focusing on the legalization of marijuana.
CHRONIC-les
was
released for sale May 21
and has had more than
1,000 downloads, ranking
it at number seven under
the Lifestyle section in the
iTunes App Store.
The app features the
laws and consequences for
possession in each state,
facts and figures supporting why marijuana should
be legal and a pre-written
letter to President Obama
that can be sent by pushing
a button, described by
David as "petition on the
go." It can also locate the
nearest NORML chapter.
Elizabeth, 26, is an
applied sociology graduate
student. She finished her
undergraduate degree in
marketing in 2005. David,
24, took classes at UCF but
has been taking time off to
work. Neither of them had
any programming experience, so they borrowed
library books and taught
themselves. David does
the programming and Elizabeth writes the content.
The siblings have plans
in the works to create
other applications, whieh
they could not disclose.
Elizabeth said some of
them will be free, "to give
back to people."

an idea that was floating
around. I read an article
about this 9-year-old that
made a drawing application for an iPhone. So
we're like, man, if a 9-yearold can do it, anyone can.

CFF: How long did the
programming part of it
take you?
David: Including reading, it was about two
months from when I got
laid off to when it was submitted.
CFF:
What's
the
process like for actually
getting your application
sold on iTunes?
David: First you have
to enroll into the iPhone
developer program. You
set up an account; You set
up your tax and banking
information. You pay your
annual fee, and they provide you with the software
to start developing. Basically, they give you the
software, and really you
can download it for free,
and the only time you have
to actually enroll and pay
for the yearly program is
once you're ready to submit an application.

Central
Florida
Future: When did you
guys first come up with the
idea, and how?
David: We thought,
well, there's no application
to promote the legalization
of marijuana. And that's,
like, one of the big things,
being the first type of
application in a specific
genre. There's no political
category, and there hasn't
been an application on
marijuana. That sounds
funny. It was just

CFF: Did iTunes communicate with you back
and forth at all?
David: Not at all. They
don't even really give contact information.
Elizabeth: But apparently if they deny it they
give you a reason, because
recently a few apps have
been denied.
David: Which is actually a pretty big deal because
there's a lot of applications
that have been denied. We
developed it knowing
beforehand that we weren't
going to be upset if they
didn't accept it. We were
thinking, "Maybe. This is
iffy. It's kind of on a fine
line where they might
accept
it." · Because
they're based in California, and it's
basically
legal
there, and

Apple, I guess - in San
Francisco - didn't find it
obscene or offensive.

•

CFF: What are the
biggest challenges you've
had so far?
David: Learning the
programming language
has been a little difficult,
but it's_ definitely been
worth it.
Elizabeth: And sharing
a Mac. We have to give it
back and forth for him to
do updates.
David: Right now she
has my Dell laptop, and I
have her Mac laptop. So
that will probably be one
of the first things we do is
upgrade our equipment.
CFF: Would you consider this a business venture or an effort to support
a cause?
Elizabeth: It's a little of
both, I think.
David: Yeah, it's both.
People say work at something you love and you're
passionate about. And
we're pretty passionate
about getting marijuana
legalized.
Elizabeth: And the
other thing is, I don't see
how really you could
spend all day and all night
dedicated to something
and not at least have your
bills paid. So, we're not trying to make a million dollars or anything, but if I
could pay my rent that
would be good.
David: Now that we
see it's accepted and we've
been learning how to program, it would be nice to
keep rolling out applications. I could see it being a
career.
CFF: What has made
you so passionate about
marijuana being legalized?
Elizabeth: It just seems
like it has been
demo-

•

•
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Siblings David and Elizabeth Gregory, the creators of CHRONIC-les, the first marijuana-related iPhone application, pose for a
photo outside of the UCF Library on Saturday, May 30. The app has been downloaded more than 1,000 times on iTunes.

nized for the wrong reasons. When you do historical research, you'll find
that a
lot of
it
was

fueled by racism in different countries, in different
time periods. So it was
made illegal for the wrong
reasons, first of all. And
secondly, when you think
about alcohol and tobacco
and the dam-

age that does to society,
and OxyCotin and all the
other prescription drugs
that are abused all the
time, people OD and die
on
these
drugs.
And
marijuana
cannot
kill
you.
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Team now has
two open spots .

Blame it on the rain

FROM

()

•>

SHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The abundant amount of rain has affected the lake at The Gatherings, a student apartment complex on University Blvd., causitg it to rise higher than normal.

'Lazy' litterbugs face harsh criticism
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improving the environment.
The Center for Solid
and Hazardous Waste
Management, part of the
University of Florida's
College of Engineering,
conducted a 2002 study
that included Orange
County.
The study qualified the
following as printed paper
items: newspapers, books,
magazines,
advertisements; school or business
papers, and lottery tickets.
"Litterers' reasons for
MARY CRISTOBAL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
their behavior are laziness, Alittered lottery ticket lies by a fence outside Valero gas station near the
no ashtray, no bin nearby Rouse Road exit off of the 408 East-West Expressway in Orlando.
and habit," according to
the UF study. .
He said he believes that other people around and
Clark said litterers littering is wrong.
the environment, she said.
upset her.
"You look back and·
"We all live in this
"I don't understand analyze what you've done world. We all have to share
why people litter when during the day," Rivera it," Clark said. "The envithey can just wait and said "Maybe just a couple ronme__nt belongs to me,
throw it away," she said. of things [you] could have too."
"Why can't you just pick done differently.
Clarlc said the environup after yourself?"
· "I don't want to be a menf is like sharing an
Glass pieces from bot- hypocrite, so I probably apartment with roomtles ranked as the second should have thrown that mates.
popular littered item, [wrapper] in the garbage
"You tend to try to keep
according to KAB. The or put it in my pocket."
clean because everyone
most popular item is cigaFabian Martinez, a uses it," she said.
rette butts.
political science major,
Dan McGinnis, a Waste
Julie Horton, a biology- said he's picked up trash Management government
technology major, used to after people. He used to affairs manager for the
smoke cigarettes about six volunteer for beach clean- North Florida region, said,
months ago and said she ups when he was in high "I think that we need to
would litter by flicking her school
look at ways to be consercigarette butts in places.
"I'm sure I have [lit- vation-minded.
"I can't think of any sin- tered]... probably before I
"The way we purchase
gle reason not to make realized that people have things, if it has a lot of
sure something gets into a to actually pick [it] up," packaging to it, it's changtrash can," Horton said. Martinez said. "[When] ing consumer habits.
"The only reason that I you're
volunteering, [They] focus on 'Is this the
threw [my cigarette butts] you're doing work.
right thing for the environon the ground, it's because
"You feel better about ment?"'
I didn't have an ashtray in yourself. But still - it
Clark said she recycles
my car - even that is not makes you mad that peo- products' cartons such as
excusable."
ple are so lazy that they'll Capri Sun. She recycles
Horton said that if she just leave trash on the materials even if she's not
sees someone leaves trash ground."
sure it's recyclable, she
behind, she would probaMaria Quintero, a said.
bly not think highly of that member of the UCF custoOther papers that can
person or think they are dial staff, said through an be recycled are cardinconsiderate.
interpreter that it is part of boards, news prints, office
Wilfredo Rivera. a busi- her job to pick up littered waste or printing papers
ness administration major, items.
and junk mails, said
said he littered a. gum
She said people could McGinnis.
wrapper a couple of weeks have thought of being kind
He said any type of
ago because there was no and throw their own left- printed fiber such as lotgarbage can around.
behind items away.
tery tickets can be recy'"Out of sight, out of
When Quintero is not cled.
mind' is kind of my atti- at work, she thinks that
Lottery tickets ranked
tude," Rivera said. "I can't people should put trash as number 32 as small litsee it so it's not my prob- where it belongs to tered items, according to
lem anymore."
respect the place, the the UF study.

AS

"Most people throw [lottery tickets] in trash, but I
would think that some of
those might contain more
scratch-off
materials,"
McGinnis said "But [we] will
accept it to be recycled if it
says recyclable."
In 2006, Orange County
recycled 32 -percent of the 2.3
n'lillion tons of trash collected.
Seminole County recycled
26 percent of about 570,000
tons of trash collected,
according to a Solid Waste
report on the Department of
Envi).-onmental Protection
Web site.
Rivera said he doesn't
recycle his papers when he is
done with them.
l "I don't know why I see
paper as useless garbage, usually you just crumple it up and
throw it away in the garbage
can," he said. "Things like
plastic - I see those to be
more recyclable. I should
17robably start [recycling
;aper]."
Clark ·said she encourages
paper recycling when she's
working at the UCF gym, and
when she visits her hometown of Merritt Island, she
tries to get her parents to
recycle paper and not just
plastic or aluminum containers.
, She said that she feels a
sense of gratification when
she helps the environment.
"It's not like an extreme
sense of helping, but I guess I
am in the long run," Clark
said. "It doesn't take much
effort to make a small difference."
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season at Lee Academy
iil Maine. There, he averaged 19 points and
improved on his deadly
shooting touch_
He appeared in two
National Prep competitions during his time at
Lee, impressing scouts
and coaches with his
long-range shooting ability.
His shooting ability
impressed schools coming out of Lee. He
received offers from
Nebraska, Providence
and UCF, among other
schools.
He also received
praise from national
writers, with Scout.com
writer Justin Young
nothing that Baez is a
"dynamic
perimeter
scorer that has a long history of pouring in the
points."
Before going to Lee
Academy in Maine, Baez
spent his high school
years at Gateway High in

Kissimmee, Fla. There he
starred for the Panthers
and was one of the most
electrifying players on
the team. Baez exploded
in his senior year, averaging 25.2 points per game
and 6.7 rebounds while
earning a spot on the
Florida Class 6A All- .
State second team.
That same season,
Baez set the all-time
scoring mark in a game
with 50 points against
Cypress Creek. He was
named
the
Osceola
News-Gazette Player of
the Year after his senior
season and also received
honors from the Orlando

Sentinel.
He was just as good
his junior season, averaging 22 points per game
on his way to being
selected to the Osceola .
News-Gazette All-County First Team.
With Baez's dismissal,
the Knights now have
two spots open on the ·
roster for their 2009-10
season.

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Chris Baez shoots a jump shot in a game this season. Baez averaged 35 points in
14.1 minutes per game fur the Knights before he was dism~ from the team.
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Associated Press

ROCHESTER. N.Y. Contact lens maker Bausch
& Lomb Inc. had an overriding reason for going private in 2007: It wanted to
handle a devastating recall
of its flagship lens cleaner,
its chief executive said,
"without a lot of outside
di.si:raction"
Over the past year, away
from the glare of public
scrutiny, the optical products company has quietly
settled nearly 600 fungalinfection lawsuits - with
dozens more individual
claims yet to be resolved.
The cost so far: Upward of
$250 million
More than 700 lens
wearers in the United
States and Asia say they
were exposed to a potentially blinding infection
known as Fusarium keratitis while using ReNu with
MoistureLoc, a new-formula multipurpose solution for cleaning, storing
and moistening soft contact lenses.
Sometimes, the damage
was irreparable. Seven people in Florida, Maryland,
New York, Oregon, Tennessee and West Virginia
had to have an eye
removed. At least 60 more
Americans needed visionsaving corneal transplants.
The U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention conf'rrmed 180
cases in 35 states from June
2005 through September
2006, when the agency's
dedicated
surveillance
stopped, according to Dr.
Benjamin Park, a CDC epidemiologist. CDC continued to hear of sporadic,
unconf'rrmed cases in the
months after MoistureLoc
was withdrawn. Park said
"Surveillance usually
captures the tip of the iceberg and sometimes it captures a larger tip than other
times," Park said in an
interview.
Among out-of-court settlements reached in May
was a potential bellwether
case brought by Andrea
Martin, a Broadway actress
and comedienne whose
eye was scarred
In Colorado, a corneal
transplant ended a race-car
driver's career. In Baltimore, a chimney-sweep
business owner who lost an
eye
got
hooked
on
painkillers.
"It left him with a chronic pain situation where at
one point he had to go
through drug rehab," said
attorney Andy Alonso.
"His business - handed
down from generation to
generation in his family has fallen apart, his marriage has fallen apart and he
now lives with his mother!'
The culprit, an infection
so rare that most eye doctors had never seen a case,
somehow eluded MoistureLoc's
disinfecting
defenses. The outbreak
appeared f1rst in Hong
Kong in spring 2005 and
reached its peak in the
United States just days
after MoistureLoc was
removed from domestic
markets in April 2006.
Victims typically complained of eye irritation
that progressed to a sudden
onset of searing pain. Many
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The UCF Health Center is available to treat all cases of Hl Nl flu, but asks students
to identify themselves immediately in order to prevent spreading the illness.

Campus preps
for HlNl virus
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DAVID DUPREY / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Contact lens maker Bausch & Lomb Inc., located in Rochester, N.Y., had an overriding son for going private in 2007: It
wanted to handle a devastating recall of its flagship lens deaner, its chief exeartive sai "without a lot ofoutside distraction."

were mistakenly treated
with
antibiotics
and
steroids - a delayed diagnosis that worsened the
condition A woman in
New York was afflicted
three months after Bausch
& Lomb announced a
worldwide recall in May
2006.
"She didn't know about
the recall, and the infection
was so aggressive, she lost
her eye within two
months," said her attorney,
Hunter Shkolnik.
Leading eye doctors and
government scientists concluded that MoistureLoc,
launched in 2004 with
novel disinfectant and
moisturizing ingredients,
was the only lens solution
that contributed to the outbreak. Yet the mechanics of
how it caused the problem
are still not fully clear.
Some researchers theorize that the disinfectant,
alexidine, absorbed into
lenses at unusually high
rates and the moisturizing
agents created a biofilm in
some circumstances that
shielded and even fostered
growth of the fungus to
infectious levels.
With some fungal lawsuits still unresolved, the
prospect of Bausch &
Lomb's health care nightmare being aired in court
has not entirely faded which heartens · some
lawyers and doctors.

"The truth has been
very carefully buried, and it
appears to have been
buried going back to the
beginnings of the outbreak," said Dr. Arthur
Epstein, who was chairman
of the American Optometric Association's contact
lens and cornea section
during the highly publicized crisis.
· ~ settlements were
predicated on silence about
the clinical findings and
blame and so forth. My
hope was that what actually
happened
would
become part of public
record in a courtroom.
That way, we'd be able to
learn from it and move on
and make sure it never happened again."
Multipurpose solutions
have been on the market
for over a decade, all but
replacing older systems for
rinsing and cleaning lenses.
In 2007. another popular
formula made by Santa
Ana, Cali£-based Advanced
Medical Optics, the No. 3
manufacturer
behind
Alcon Inc. and Bausch &
Lomb, was linked to a flurry of hard-to-treat Acanthamoeba keratitis infections caused by a parasite.
More than 170 people have
sued the company, which
was acquired this year by
Abbott Laboratories.
The Food and Drug
Administration is poised to

. ay out more comprehenive testing standards for
ns solutions.
"We did take the two
pidemics as very much of
wake-up call, because
ontact lens safety is an
ssential public health
sue," said Dr. Malvina
ydelman, director of the
ency's ophthalmic divion
Financial analysts and
wyers estimate the MoiseLoc debacle could
· d up costing as much as
00 million But far more
aining for Bausch &
mb has been losing its
minance in the lucrative
l ns care market: 2.3 milIi n of the nation's 30 milIi n soft lens wearers used
oistureLoc, generating
$ 0 million in annual sales.
While Bausch says it has
ed "the vast majority of
infection cases," it is
c allenging another 500pl lawsuits linking MoiseLoc to assorted bacterviral and parasitic
·ctions. A pretrial hearset for June 3-5 in New
k will decide if there's a
le scientific basis for
arJtuiIJig such a link.
Alissa Lynch, 21, of
ompson, Conn, said she
de eloped a parasitic infecti
while using MoistureL
in college in New
pshire. It left her with
· ion-blurring scar that
k a year to heal.

cials are not worried about
the virus.
"Thanks to the avian flu,
we do have an excellent
plan in place right now,"
said Claudia Witcher,
assistant director of nursing of Health Services.
"We were told by the
health department three
years ago to develop a plan
to be able to immunize
48,000 students within 48
hours upon 24 hours
notice,'' Witcher said.
"That was a huge undertaking."
Wrrag, who has worked
at four other major universities, said that UCF is "in
good stead in terms of preparedness."
HlNl, which was f"rrst
thought to be similar to
influenza viruses that normally occur in pigs in
North America, is similar
to seasonal flu, both in
symptoms and its ability to
be transmitted easily,
according to the CDC Web
site.
One
misconception
about the H1Nl virus is that
it is particularly dangerous,
but this is not the case.
''At the current level
[HINl] is thought to be
similar to seasonal flu in
terms of the ability to
transmit it, but the good
news is, it isn't that virulent
a virus right now,'' said
James Schaus, assistant
clinical director of Health
Services.
As of Friday, there had
only been 15 deaths out of
nearly 9,000 cases in the
United States reported to
the CDC.
In terms of treatment,
however, there isn't much
of a difference between
HlNl and the common seasonal flu.
"In this case, with this
swine flu threat, there is no
vaccine, so we essentially
had nothing in the way of a
preventive vaccine for the
community," Wirag said.
· ~ we had to offer were
some anti-virals that, ifyou
administer it early enough,
it helps reduce the amount

PRECAUTIONS
• Cover your nose and mouth with
a tissue when you cough or
sneeze. Throw the tissue in the
trash after you use it.
• Wash your hands with soap and
water frequently,especially after
you cough or sneeze. Alcoholbased hands cleaners are also
effective.
• Try to avoid close contact with
sick people.
• If you get sick, stay home and
limit contact with others to keep
from infecting them.
• Avoid touching your eyes, nose or
mouth.

•

-WWW.DOH.WA.GOV

of severity of that condition"
C.
According to the CDC
Web site, students and faculty
who
experience
influenza-like symptoms t:
" should self-isolate (i.e.
stay away from others) in
their dorm room or home
for seven days after the c
onset of illness or at least
24 hours after symptoms
have resolved, whichever
is longer."
While much of the pandemic preparations have
been in place for some
time now, students will
notice one major change in
the health care center signs directing them to ~
inform the receptionist of
any flu-like symptoms.
"If you're symptomatic, "
tell us immediately, and we
will place you in a mask,"
Schaus said. "It is another
level of protection that we ,
have because of HlNl that
we didn't have a few weeks
ago."
More
preventative
measures are on the way.
Health Services is organizing a massive vaccination
fl
campaign, which will take
place in the fall semester.
'We are going to try to
set a Guinness World
Record this fall by involving lots of students
through a partnership with
Florida Hospital, to vacci- c
nate in one day over 12,000
faculty, staff and students,''
Wrragsaid
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positive multiplier effect for
the most important element
of all: people."
The SBDC at UCF is part
of the Florida SBDC network's business continuity
and risk management center program. It will be hosting the workshops from
May 21 to June 24 with a goal
of helping business owners
protect their investments,
according to Kellie Snaith,
the marketing director and
project manager for the
Small Business Development Center at UCF.
''It's our goal to reach as
many small businesses as
possible before hurricane
season to make sure they're
prepared and to be able to
come back after a disaster,"
Snaithsaid
In order to provide small
businesses with the correct
preparations to successfully
survive a disaster, the SBDC
at UCF has developed a plan
called "One Plan, Any Disaster."
Romagna, who is one of
this year's workshop presenters, said the plan
addresses causes of business disruptions, safety and
security provisions, communication plans, identifying critical records, how to
realize a full recovery, the
cost of disaster preparation,
and creating a plan itsel£
The SBDC at UCF does
not just offer beneficial
information to small business owners.
Romagna
said
that
although he does not see
many college students at the
workshops, he encourages
any interested students to
come to a workshop and
experience the real business
world
"If students are interested in seeing and listening to
real business owners and
managers
discuss
and
respond to real business
concerns, it is an opportunity to see the business world
as it really is, first hand and
un-filtered," Romagna said.
"They can chat directly with
business people at breaks
and before/after the seminar and learn as well as
make initial business con-

Make arrangements for offsite backup of critical company
data.
Designate a company spokesperson.
Identify essential and non-essential employees.
Develop a solid communications strategy that reaches all
intended audiences during all phases of the disaster.
Review existing insurance policies to ensure appropriate
and adequate coverage.
Negotiate strategic partnerships with trade industry
' professionals to ensure priority service.

HURRICANE PREPAREDNESS
G£T AKIT/ 'TO-GO BAG"

tacts:•

•
•
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SBDC emphasizes hurricane preparedness
FROM

I
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Seeing the business
world as it really is isn't the
only benefit the workshops
provide for business students, it is also a chance for
the students to connect with
future employers.
"It will give them useful
knowledge that they can
carry with them to a future
employer, thus making an
impact upon that company
and adding to their own
value to that organization;•
Romagna said
While learning about
real world businesses, students can also take part in
learning about the Mobile
Assistance Center, or MAC,
which is a 38-foot RV that is
converted into a business
assistance facility equipped
with generators, computers,
satellites and FEMA and
SBA recovery forms. The
MAC is brought into disaster areas in order to help

PHOTOS BY MELISSA CHADBOURNE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Oviedo Mayor Mary Lou Andrews introduces Tom Terry, WFTV chief meteorologist,at the Inaugural Home & Hurricane Expo
at the Oviedo Marketplace Saturday. Free workshops will be offered this month by the Small Business Development Center.

small business on their path
to re-opening.
At UCF, the SBDC also
provides students with
resources to connect with
other small businesses by
working closely with the
College of Business Administration, according to
Thomas L. Keon, dean of
the college.
"The college provides
the budget for the SBDC
and works closely with
them," Keon said in an email interview. "We offer

classes together and they
provide support for students in the Center for
Entrepreneurship and Innovation. Faculty and students
work with the SBDC to
service small businesses."
By attending these workshops and learning to prepare for hurricane season, as
well as other disasters,
Romagna said he believes
small businesses, as well as
business students, can truly
protect themselves and
their business investments

by obtaining a plan that will
ensure successfully surviving any disaster.
"The real keys [to surviving a disaster successfully]
are to have a desire to make
a plan and the determination to do it," Romagna said
''.Actually creating a good,
feasible plan is a matter of
following well tried and true
procedures and guidelines."
For more information
about workshop times and
locations
visit
www.bus.ucf.edu/sbdc.

• Get an Emergency Supply Kit,which includes items like nonperishable food, water, a battery-powered or hand-crank radio, extra
flashlights and batteries.You may want to prepare a portable kit
and keep it in your car.This kit should include:
• Copies of prescription medications and medical
supplies
• Bedding and clothing, including sleeping bags and
pillows
• Bottled water, a battery-operated radio and extra
batteries,a first aid kit,a flashlight
_
• Copies of important documents: driver's license, Social
Security card, proof of residence, insurance policies, wills,
deeds, birth and marriage certificates, tax records, etc.
• Make sure you have a"to-go bag" ready in case you need to
evacuate, include:
• Water and non-perishable food
• Battery operated radio and batteries so you can get
important information from local officials
• First aid kit
• Flashlight
·Maps
• Important documents such as proof residence, pictures
of your family including pets, insurance policies, and tax
records
• Comfortable clothing and blankets
• Unique family needs such as prescription medications,
pet supplies, infant supplies or any other unique need
your family may have
-WWW.READY.GOV

LOOKING INTO LAW SCHOOL?
•••THEN LOOK INTO BLACKSTONE -

free,LSAT
Practice Exam
•
•
•
•

Wednesday,

6/17

lpm-Spm

Wednesday,

6/17

6pm-10pm

Thursday,

6/18

lpm-Spm

Thursday,

6/18

6pm-10pm
at the UCF Courtyard
by Marriott
Comprehensive program $795
including materials

GARDENS OPEN AT 6:00 PM • MOVIE TIME s:·30 PM
Romantic movies plus beautiful gardens. Bring a blanket or
chairs and dinner picnic basket; Vendor selling grilled items,
popcorn & drinks.
$7 plus tax adult, $2 plus tax child (K-12th grade), Garden Members FREE.
Children 15 years and younger must be accompanied by an adult

1920 N. Forest Avenue, Orlando
407.246~620 ~ www.leugardens.org f)CTIYoFORLANOO
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FORMER BASKETBALL STAR MIKE O'DONNELLS NEWEST SPORT? KICKBALL. MORE AT vVWW.UCFNEvVS.CON!
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ORLANDO WALLOPS CAVS, SET
TO TAKE ON LAKERS IN FINALS
ORLANDO - The Orlando Magic
never gave in. They didn't buckle when
their starting point guard went down
with a season-ending injury. They
regrouped when their frustrated
superstar called out their coach. They
stood up to the Boston Celtics. They
sent LeBron James home.
They fought - all the way to the
NBA finals.
Kobe vs. LeBron?
Not this year.
Dwight Howard dominated inside for
40 points, Rashard Lewis added 18 and
the overlooked Magic wrecked the
Kobe-LeBron dream finals with a 10390 victory over James and the
Cleveland Cavaliers in Game 6 to win
the Eastern Conference championship
Saturday night.
Fourteen frustrating years since their
last appearance, the Magic are back
from ruin.
"I don't think people thought we
could be at this level," coach Stan Van
Gundy said.
The Magic will be making their first
finals appearance since 1995, one year
before Shaquille O'Neal bolted as a free
agent for Los Angeles and wrecked the
franchise. Six years ago they won just
21 games, a low point that helped
them draft Howard with No. 1 pick.
It's been a long, slow climb back, but
Orlando has been rebuilt and will meet
the Lakers on Thursday night at the
Staples Center in Game 1.

UNDEFEATED BERTO RETAINS
TITLE BY BEATING URANGO
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. -Andre Berto
retained his World Boxing Council
welterweight title with a unanimous
decision over Colombia's Juan Urango
on Saturday night.
The undefeated Berto's quickness
frustrated Urango throughout their
bout at the Hard Rock Live Arena.
Preferring to keep his distance, Berto
(25--0) landed repeatedly with lead left
jabs to the head, and also was effective
with rights to the head.
Urango (21-2) continued to pursue
Berto, but only found quick lefts and
rights to the head for his strategy.
Berto, of Winter Haven, won on two
judges' scorecards 118-110 and 117111 on the third.
Berto (25-0) didn't allow Urango the
space for infighting situations in the
middle rounds as he connected
repeatedly with right uppercuts-and
lefts to the head. Berto also was
effective at landing a lead right,
immediately clinching Urango and
avoiding any possible counter shots.
Berto picked up the pace in the final
three rounds and again landed lead
rights to the head.
Although he moved up to the 147pound welterweight class, Urango
retains the International Boxing
Federation junior-welterweight title he
wonJan.30.

IOWA RECEIVER TO TRANSFER
TO ACOMMUNITY COLLEGE

•
SHAUN BEVAN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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FIRST THREE ROUNDS
FINAL
Team

Staff Writer

he UCF Men's Golf team tied for 10th Thursday, picking up its best finish at
the NCAA Championship in school history.
The Knights, No.16 in the Golfweek/Sagarin College Rankings, turned in a
three-round total of 22-over-par 874 at the par-71 Inverness Club in Toledo, Ohio.
However, the Knights were unable to qualify for the match-play portion of the
championship, as only the top-8 teams advanced in the 30-team field
"I think we played well," senior David Johnson said "To come
out against the best teams in the
country and finish 10th is really
good. We're all pretty proud of
that, and overall I think it was a
very successful season."
Oklahoma State ran away with
the top seed for match-play after
finishing stroke play at 3-underpar 849, 13 shots clear of Arizona
State. Toe NQ. I-ranked Cowboys
aimed to claim their 11th national
title but were upended by Georgia in the first round of matchplay.
Arkansas and Texas A&M,
two teams not heavily favored
coming in, battled for the right be
crowned the national champion
Saturday. No. 14 Texas A&M
defeated No. 10 Arkansas 3-2 to
.claim its first national title.
USC, Arkansas and Washington all finished tied for third at 13over-par 865 when play ended
Thursday, advancing with Michigan, Texas A&M and Georgia.
UCF's previous best finish
came in 1991, when it placed 12th.
To no surprise, freshman
Blayne Barber was the Knights
top-finisher.

After carding a 4-over-par
round of75 in the first round, Barber played his next 36-holes at Sunder-par to finish tied at 1under-par 212, his ninth top-10 on
the season.

In his final college appearance,
Johnson, who was 117th after the
first day, jumped 70 spots to finish tied for 47th at 7 over par.
PLEASE SEE

JOHNSON ON A9

-3

1. OKLAHOMA STATE
2.ARIZONA STATE
T-3.SOUTHERN CAL
T-3.ARKANSAS
T-3. WASHINGTON

+10
+13
+13
+13

6.MICHIGAN
T-7. OHIO STATE
T-7.WASHINGTON
9.TCU

+16
+17
+17
+21

T-10. GEORGIA TECH
T-10.UCF

+22
+22
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Texas A&M, the seventh seed, won three match-play matches to take the team title, including a dominant victory against Arkansas in the final. Texas A&M's
John Hurley and Andrea Pavan both won their respective matches with at least 4 holes to go. Hurley won 6 and 4, and Pavan won 7 and 6.
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Dismissals should be
Rebuilding all positions impetus for change
BRIAN MURPHY

COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa - Citing
Staff Writer
academic issues, University of Iowa
receiver Shane Prater is heading to Iowa
The rebuilding period
Western Community College.
of the UCF Men's Soccer
Prater didn't meet minimum
team continued May 21 as
academic requirements during his
head coach Bryan Cunfreshmen year to stay eligible at Iowa.
ningham announced the
He tells the Omaha World-Herald for
a Saturday story that it was hard to
' team's 12-player recruiting
cope at school "with the party life" and . class for 2009.
football.
''We were able to get
Prater says he hopes to stay at Iowa
three or four of the top
Western for at least a year to work on
players in th(;! country to
his grades, but could potentially return
come play for us, and we
to Iowa.
got
some good role playPrater plans to sign a letter of intent
ers," Cunningham said
with the Reivers next week and is
Cunningham and the
expected to be at their preseason camp
in August.
Knights hope those addiHe and his twin brother, defensive
tions can mesh together
back Shaun Prater, had both received
with the team's current
scholarships to Iowa. The duo helped
roster to take care of the
Omaha Central win its first state
issues that hampered UCF
football championship in more than
in
a 7-11-1 overall record last
two decades.
-

•

UCF's Simon Ward, seen here earlier in the season, shot a 4-over-par in the third round of the NCAA Championship to finish at 11 over par in a tie for 79th with teammate Brad Schneider and eight others.

season.
Most glaring was the
Knights' lack of offensel'

CFF ARCHIVE

The Knights are bringing in 12 new recruits for next season to go with an
already young squad. The new dass features 3 New Zealanders.

They ranked last in
Conference USA in goals
and points in 2008, but
Cunningham hopes that
certain recruits such as
forward Nicholas KeownRobson can be a remedy.
Toe New Zealand

native scored 22 goals last
year. He is also one of three
New Zealanders in the
class, along with defenders
Finlay Milne and Ben
Hunt.
PLEASE SEE

DEPARTED ON A9

Once is an accident,
twice is a coincidence and
thrice is a trend, so the
saying goes.
With the dismissal of
redshirt freshman Chris
Baez from the UCF Men's
Basketball team, the
Knights face an alarming
coincidence.
Baez is the second
player in almost four
months to be kicked off
the UCF team, joining forward Tony Davis, who
was declared ineligible in
February.
Both dismissals appear
to be the result of academic issues, and that
makes me wonder what is
going on with head coach
Kirk Speraw's team.
When Davis was
declared ineligible, Sper{

C

c,,

PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

aw said that Davis had
made a mistake and
would have to face the
consequences.
But Speraw has not
said anything about Baez.
That doesn't mean anything, in and of itself: but
we deserve some explanation.
I'm not talking about
violating the Family EduPLEASE SEE
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Johnson ends Connelly ends career on top
college career
lege athletes, we either
have morning classes and
afternoon practice or do a
morning practice and afternoon classes."
Connelly credits the
academy for preparing her
for the college schedule
and being able to get into a
routine. Instead of being
chaotic, she had it down
and was disciplined with
the balance of academic
and athletics.
Her success at UCF has
increased with each season
that she had under her belt.
Last season she was one of
four Knights named AllConference USA Connelly
was on the second team.
This season she led the
Knights at the NCAA East
Regional, which was hosted by the University of
Florida
As a squad the Knights
finished 17th, shooting a 69over-par 909. Connelly
shot a career-low 68 in the
final round
Her
performance
earned her a spot in the
NCAA Championships.
It was the eighth
appearance overall and
second consecutive time
the Knights played in the

CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

.,
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FROM AS

Johnson has played in
similar conditions during
four USGA amateur
championships and said
he knew the challenges
the course would offer
heading into the tournament.
"It's a really tough golf
course," Johnson said "If
you miss the fairway,
you're basically going to
have to chip back out
before hitting your next
shot because the rough is
so long."
Making matters even
more unfavorable were
the torturous greens, all
of which head coach Nick
Clinard said were small
and extremely quick.
'We just beat ourselves
and threw a lot of shots
away," Clinard said of the
team missing out on
advancing. 'When you
drive it a few yards out of
the fairway into the rough.
your chances of making
par aren't really good.''
Redshirt
freshman
Brad Schneider and junior Simon Ward finished
tied for 79th at 11 over par,
and junior Devin Spies
finished tied for 127th at
17 over par out of 156
players.
With Johnson gone,

the team will be left in the
hands ofthe its young talent.
Barber and Schneider
both proved they can
compete at the college
level and will become the
team's foundation when
next season gets underway.
"The program is in
good hands and has come
a long way ... and is definitely headed in the right
· direction," Clinard said.
As for Johnson, he
plans to play a full amateur schedule with six or
seven tournaments during the summer.
If all goes to plan, he
hopes to go to PGA Tour
Qualifying School with
hopes of getting his PGA
Tour card.
But if that doesn't
work out he said he may
play the European or
Canadian Tour.
"Coming to UCF was
very productive for me,"
said Johnson, who transferred to UCF after two
years at Brevard Community College. "I was able
to get better and use the
resources we have at
UCF to better my game.
I've learned a lot in my
two years at UCF that
will allow me to go forward and be successful"

•

•
•

•
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SHAUN BEVAN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Freshman Blayne Barber, seen here May 14 at the NCAA Southeast Regionals,
was the top Knight at the NCAA Championship, finishing tied for 7th.
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UCF needs to find
root of problem
FROM AS

•

•

•
•

•
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•
•
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A9

cational Rights and Privacy Act. I don't care
about Baez's or Davis'
academic performance.
What I do care about
is why one of the most
beloved and respected
coaches on campus can't
keep his team in order.
It makes me wonder
if the university administration is going to take
any action Will there be
an internal audit? Will
UCF bring in an independent third party, a la
football, to make sure
that the program is run
appropriately?
All too often you hear
UCF boasting about the
academic performance
of its student-athletes,
and with good reason.
Many of the programs have student-athletes performing at a
high level
Football players
recorded a 2.776 GPA for
the spring semester, and
baseball players posted a
combined 3.2 GPA for
the fall semester, the
program's highest GPA
in school history.
Nine of the 14 players
on the women's basketball team had GPAs of
3.0 of higher.
But with the good
comes the bad.
If the athletics
department is going to
boast about the high
GPAs, then it should
also be prepared when
its students fall short.
UCF should be proud
of the success its student-athletes have in the

•

classroom, but the
school and its athletic
programs should own
up when players are dismissed, declared ineligible or otherwise run into
academic trouble.
What's happening?
Were the students
not given enough help?
Was there not enough ·
structure?
And, most importantly, how are things going
to change?
How will Speraw
individually, and the
department at large,
make sure that when
they recruit players, they
are giving the best
opportunity to succeed
on and off the .court?
Maybe Davis and
Baez were not cut out
for college, or maybe
they squandered the
opportunities given to
thembyUCF.
But isn't that why
there is a recruiting
process?
Coaches have plenty
of time to evaluate talent
and determine if they
are bringing in the right
kind of player.
So the onus falls on
them, the coaches, to
take responsibility when
things go awry.
So how will things be
fixed?
Maybe the one good
thing to come from losing two friendly and talent young men will be
that it is the impetus for
change.
Because if things stay
the same, then UCF may
very well be looking at a
trend.

I

I

I
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Senior Stephanie Connelly had the type of final
season that any athlete
would like her senior year.
The Pasadena, Md.,
native finished tied for 11th
at the NCAA Women's
Golf Championships.
She finished the fourday championship with a
9-over par 297 at the par-72,
6,443-yard Caves Valley
Golf Club.
UCF head coach Emilee
Klein said she was pleased
with how Connelly ended
her career.
"I'm very proud of her.
She played solid ball all
week," Klein said. "She
really started playing well
at regionals, which is
where she finished second
going into the qualifying,
and put together a very
strong performance at
nationals and finished her
college career with a bang."
Connelly began her collegiate career in Columbus,
Ohio, at Ohio State University but a change in climate
was on her mind, and she
transferred to UCF.
"I needed to get to warm

NCAA
Championship:

In her final college
competition, Connelly
finished tied for 11th.

weather and be able to
practice all year," Connelly
said
Connelly, who spent the
last semester of high
school at the IMG Academies in Bradenton, said
that as an only child she
always felt independent,
which allowed her to be
able to be away from home
for a semester in high
school.
"I have wanted to go do
things on my own, make
new friends and things like
that," Connelly said. "I
don't think it was that
tough. I always talked to my
parents every day, even in
college, so that wasn't so
much as hard for me.
"It definitely prepared
me for a college schedule,
because at the academy,
you either do your sport in
the morning time. For col-

NCAA Regionals.
The
1996
squad
advanced to the NCAA
Championships.
The NCAA Championship was a homecoming
of sorts for Connelly.
The tournament was
played in Owings Mills,
Md., about 30 miles from
her hometown
''It was amazing, it was a
lot of fun," Connelly said of
playing near home. ·~ lot of
people came to watch. My
aunt and uncle were there
every day with my parents."
With the home-field
advantage Connelly felt
honored to participate.
From the get-go she was
among the best.
On May 20 after two
rounds of play she was tied
for sixth. She was fifth
heading into the final
round before eventually
finishing tied for 11th out of
126 participants in the
championships.
Life after college for
Connelly now turns to her
professional career.
She is participating in
the Duramed Futures'
Tour, the developmental
tour for the Ladies Professional Golf Association

Departed keeper leaves hole in net
FROM AS

"One area that we've
been lacking in since I
have taken over as head
coach is someone who's
a true striker;• Cunningham said "I don't want
to put any undue pressure on him, but
[Keown-Robson] really
is a natural striker, and I
think he's going to do
wonders for us."
Two other forwards,
William Hunt and Jeffrey Simmons, could
help bring some more
punch to UCF's offense.
They combined for 40
goals as high school
seniors last year.
UCF fans were treated to superb goaltending in the past two seasons with Sean Johnson
on guard for the
Knights. Johnson, who
started as a true freshman for UCF in 2007,
was at his best last season as he led C-USA
with 108 saves and was
named team MVP.
But Johnson has
decided to leave college
to pursue a pro career.
So as one door closes,
another one opens for
the Knights' newest
goalies.
A couple of recruits
- Shawn Doyle and
Dillon Saflle - will join
redshirt
sophomore
Matt Urbano to make
up a corps of keepers
that have played just 11
minutes of college soccer. But Cunningham is
hoping history repeats
itself with .one of the
contenders.
"No matter how we
cut it, we know we'll
have a rookie in the goal
for us," he said. "But
Sean was in that same
position for us two
years ago and did very
well ... The position is
going to be wide open,
and the best player, or
players, will play."
There is also a good
helping of speed among
the incoming Knights,
especially with midfielder Michele Martucci and defender Michael
Nwiloh. Martucci was a
national
and state
champion in the 800-,
1,500- and 3,000-meter
dashes in high school.
Nwiloh won a regional
championship in the
200-meter dash.
Cunningham said
that he and his staff
brought in more position-specific players
this year than last. He
said they signed more
natural forwards, midfielders and defenders
rather than players who
could play a variety of
roles and that he
expects four to five
members to see meaningful playing time as

'I.

true freshmen
That would , follow a
familiar story from 2008,
when six true freshmen
started at least 10 games for
the Knights, including Kevan
George. He led UCF in goals
and points last season
The Knights are still very
young, with only three
upperclassmen on the current roster. But as the talent
that is already in place joins
with what is on the way,
Cunningham is optimistic
that tremendous success is
not far behind for his team.
"[Members of 2008's
recruiting class] really assisted in this year's process and
were able to lure some of the

CFFARCHIVE

UCF head coach Bryan Cunningham said the focus for the Knights was on players
with specific positions, such as striker Nicholas Keown-Robson.

best players in the country to
UCF to call it home for the
next four years," he said.
"That's why we're really
excited

''It's a very talented group,
it's a very athletic group,
good size and good speed
with the ability to mold into
what we're doing here."
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Be careful "\Vith
credit cards
C

redit cards are important to building our
future lives after graduation, but it's key to remember that they can add more
pressure to an alreadyexpensive college lifestyle.
Credit card recruiters
looking for students to sign
up for a card wait in front of
the Student Union, ready to
pounce on their next unsuspecting victim.
To lure you in, recruiters
offer free food, T-shirts, electronics and anything else that
may seem like a great luxury
to have on a college student's
budget.
The truth is that the free
items they're offering do
come with a price tag, which
usually means signing up for
the sponsor's credit card
Most of the time the credit
card required to get the free
item bas hidden terms and
· interest rates that can build
up over time.
Free items lure college students in because it may be
something they may not be
able to afford otherwise.
Some may just see it as a
great deal and tell themselves,
"I'll be careful using it," or, "I'll
only use it for emergencies."
These can be strong starting motivations, but when gas
prices are constantly fluctuating and tuition is rising students all too often find that
they are not able to keep up
with the payments.
Obviously, it is important
to build credit in order to be
able to purchase a car or a
house in the future, and credit
cards are an easy way to do

that.
But negatives arise when
that credit card contains balances the student can't afford
to payoff.
Credit card debt for families averages $10,679, according to an April 2009 N'tlson
report.
College students with
credit cards carry an average
of $3,173 in credit card debt,
according to Sallie Mae study
titled, "How Undergraduate
Students Use Credit Cards."
This is more than a third
of the debt accrued by an
entire family.
President Obama's new
credit card bill looks to
change the way young Americans apply for credit cards in
order to protect their interests.
With the House and Senate passing the bill, the new
conditions will soon become
a reality for college-aged
Americans.
The bill was created to
protect card owners and
ensure companies do not mislead their customers. For
example, a company cannot
increase interest on their
credit card without giving the
card holder at least 45 days
notice.
Concerning younger
Americans, the new bill seeks
to ensure those under the age
of 21 are financially able to
own and use a credit card
before allowing them access
to one.
In order for those under 21
to receive a card, they must
have a co-signer to help prove
the financial responsibility of

the owner. Or the co-signer
must agree to be equally
responsible in paying back
the debt.
Arguments could be made
against the bill. Citizens who
are 18 or older are able to go
to war for our country and
legally marry. Why do they
need to be 21 in order to get a
credit card on their own?
Passing the bill is in the
best interest of the underage
consumer. Employment is
never a certainty after graduation, especially in the current
economy. Students who aren't
forced to pay their tuition or
rent on credit cards shouldn't
have massive credit card debt
before they are able to walk
across the stage and venture
out into the world on their
own.

Having a credit card to
build credit becomes pointless when a negative score
shows up on the credit report
because of delinquent payments.
Interest can also add to the
credit card nightmare and the
new bill aims to put an end to
companies trying.to misuse
their rate-increasing privileges.
It's highly likely that every
college student will use a
credit card sometime or
another in their lifetime.
Important decisions lie in
deciding when the best time
to apply for one is and how to
use it wisely once it arrives.
Don't put purchases on a
card that can't be afforded
Otherwise,studentloans
won't be the only debt lingering after graduation.

Reading really
is fundamental
T

•
•

he thought of cracking
open another book
when summer finally
comes is a little less than
appealing, but it's important
to remember how beneficial,
maybe even enjoyable, good
literature can be.
Whether it is a poem.
play, short story, news story
or 1,000-page novel, the act
of reading written works has
countless benefits. Constantly choosing to sit in front of a
TY, going to see a movie or
stalking people on Facebook.
however, deprives the mind
and, even inore so, the imagination.
The author C.S. Lewis
once said, "Reason is the natural of truth, but imagination
is the organ of meaning."
Reading a good book is
essentially an exercise for the
right side of your brain. Getting lost in the words and
envisioning the scenery,
characters and actions the
author is describing in your
mind does much more for
your imagination and creative abilities than infinite
hours of watching TV ever
will.
Aside from bringing out
your artistic side, reading
also improves your vocabulary, writing and comprehension skills.
The student who is a frequent reader is able to write
with much more clarity and
style, not to mention grammatical accuracy, than the
one who never takes the time
to sit in silence and let words
become stories and thoughts.
Even if you're not a
journalism, ~ h or

,.

creative writing major, the
ability to write well is a
requirement in college and a
great advantage when applying for a job.
At the very least, general
education courses such as
ENC llOl and ll02 force you
to produce a good-sized
paper or two. And with more
courses being offered online,
students are constantly writing discussion postings that
reveal their comprehension
of specific material.
When it's time to demonstrate all that knowledge at a
job or internship, a cover letter and resume that look like
they were written by a 10year-old aren't going to get
you the position. They don't
have to be Shakespearean
quality, but they certainly
cannot be rife with spelling
and grammar mistakes.
In a 2006 survey by the
Conference Board, a nonprofit organization that distributes information to business leaders, nearly 90
percent of employers said
reading comprehension is
very important for workers
with bachelor's degrees.
In addition, people who
score higher on reading tests
usually earn higher incomes,
according to Department of
Education statistics.
With inventions such as
the Kindle, a handheld electronic device that can store
up to 1,500 books, magazines
or newspapers, and iTunes
audio books, or Web sites
such as ebooks.com and fanfiction.net, technology only
encourages reading.
The "I just don't like to

read" excuse that often
comes up when trying to
carry on an intelligent conversation about literature is
such a cop-out.
Even if reading an entire
novel isn't your thing, the
Internet provides articles and
biogs. Those who see novels
as one-way streets that don't
give them a say in the outcome or the ability to
express their opinion, can
interact with other readers,
change plots and post their
thoughts for the world to see
on the Web.
It doesn't matter if the
words are on pages boundup in books or on a screen.
What matters is that we have
enough of a desire to learn,
create and imagine to be
reading them.
The National Endowment
for the Arts released a report
called, "Reading at Risk." in
2004, which states that
"fewer than half of Americans over 18 read novels,
short stories, plays or poetry."
A high school English
teacher isn't requiring us to
read To Kill a Mockingbir~
so we don't read?
College courses force us
to read and study boring
textbooks, so we are no
longer motivated to walk into
Barnes and Noble and take a
gander at the new books on
the shelf?
Going to college shouldn't
be about getting a piece of
paper and getting out. It's a
time to learn, question and
acquire knowledge that you
will you use the rest of your
life.
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Teamwork thwarts
Kobe-LeBron dream
The NBA doesn't
ESPN and the NBA
seem to understand the
have got a lot under
their belts, but what
most cliche of athletic
motivational phrases:
they had up their
"There is no 'r in team."
sleeves at the beginning
The Los Angeles
of the NBA Conference
Lakers saw many hardFinals turned out to be
ships, with their Westnothing more than a
ern Conference Semifihuge crease.
nal series with Houston
A casual NBA fan
would enjoy NBA
going
to seven games
KONSTATIN RAVVIN
advertisers portraying
and
their
Conference
Contributing Columnist
Final going a very physithe rough competition
cal six, but they manand exciting action of
aged to secure their spot in the
the Finals with a humorous attitude.
Finals once again.
But it seems their arrogant attiMeanwhile, the Cleveland Cavatude toward "fair competition" isn't liers faltered and got left behind
when the Orlando Magic finally
paying off.
We all know what the NBA
managed to add their touch.
stands for, right? You can't miss it.
It had nothing to do with
It's in every one of their advertiseLeBron not having enough chalk
ments.
on his hands or not having his
They'd tell you it's competition,
shoes tied properly.
commitment and dedication.
It was because the Magic played
What does the NBA really stan<l as a team. exposed mismatches and
won as a team while Cleveland
for?
could only rely on LeBron to shoulNothing But Advertisements.
Sixteen teams qualified for the
der the load
NBA playoffs and as,the Finals
While, the NBA and ESPN may
drew nearer; the NBA focused less
be ignorant of this fact, the game of
on teams and any of their players.
basketball isn't. It's still a team
sport whether ·you have the MVP
Rather, they turned their attention toward their greatest cash
on your team or not.
cows: Kobe Bryant and LeBron
No matter how much money
you leak into an ideal match up of
James.
From trash-talking Vitamin
MVP's, it takes a team effort from
both Los Angeles and Cleveland in
Water commercials to Nike
spotlights and even puppet shows,
order to get there.
Anytime such a philosophy
all the advertisements had one
proved true, ESPN ran to resuscithing in common: They featured
tate the opposite. If the Lakers lost,
Kobe and LeBron in a split screen
or face-to-face.
it was b ecause the team didn't help.
If they won, it was all about Kobe.
It soon became sickeningly
obvious that ESPN and the NBA
When Cleveland loses, it's all
had dedicated a majority of their
about what they did wrong and not
attention - attention being money
what the other team did right.
- on promoting Kobe and LeBron
The NBA miscalculated the
meeting in the NBA Finals.
extent to which money talks and
Kobe, "The Black Mamba," can
devoted a lot of time and attention
spray all the venom he wants, and
to something that will never hapLeBron can be buried up to his
pen.
eyes in chalk, but they will not face
To mock the commercial: "The
NBA: where advertising happens."
off in the Finals.
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WHATYOU ARE SAYING .
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"No to you" couldn't be more
SGA ponders Park Ave.
of an appropriate signature conreplacement
sidering you clearly don't have a
clue. SGA doesn't have anything
I would turn it into UCF's first to do with needing to do
vegetarian restaurant or salad bar. "accounting work" to find out
You'll see. It's going to happen.
where the money comes from.
Al SGA mbney isn't figured into the
equation when the university has
Students·organize online to to cut due to lack of funding. SGA
money is separate from what the
save UCF
administration has to utilize in
order
for UCF to open its doors
"Personally I don't believe UCF
and offer classes, etc.
students understand what they
And finally, since you wrote of
are demanding of the university
"dumber
people in our workforce
or of state legislators." I think Jeff
writing...articles..." Maybe you
is uninformed himself as well as
should have stayed in school a lit95 percent of the UCF nation
tle longer because you misspelled
including SGA Was SGA doing
"articles."
any accounting work to rmd out
where the money was going to
ANONYMOUS
come from? No.
On the other side of the fence,
Eating healthy, not losing
UCF and other Florida universiweight,
is key
ties are the hub that creates the
professionals that go into the
Great stance, Jennifer. I read a
workforce, make higher incomes
wonderful saying the other day
which are later taxed at a higher
that fell in line with your article. It
rate. They create skilled services
went along the lines of "I will not
necessary to keep an economy
give
in to short-term pleasures to
going and help fund future state
give up long-term happiness." We
budgets. Cutting the funding for
could all use a little motivation
schools will mean that we have
like that. You've got the right idea.
dumber people in our workforce
We need to focus on just making
writing high:-school-level articles
better decisions, not necessarily
like this one.
all of the perfect ones.
NOTOYOU
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

•
•

Online, phone, fax,
in person:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash. Check

10 a.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S55 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

•

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:

Rm
100 Help Wanted: General
12S HelpWanted:Part-Time
lSO HelpWanted:Full-Time
17S Business Opportunities
200 For Rent Homes

C
C

C
B
B

22S For Rent Apartments

B

2SO Roommates

A

27S sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

A
B

Necess:ry. Tranrg Provi:led.
f,,ga18+0K~x1a7.

.

Looking for summer
work in South Florida?
Cust. 8'.c' Marketirg: Intl Co
expa-rlrg in So. F l a ~
helpfu. 18+. $200)+permonth
sat pay. Cal ffTT-762...WJl on
lv1on & Tues coy betvYeen 10AM
ard 4PM o r ~ a,ytime orile
at coolstu::fentwocan.

•

•

(407)482-8598
L.Jlicµl cxn:b on Uriv/436 for rent
212. w/pord11100sf. $900tn0n.lnd waler, gcrtiage, pool,
dl..tJh:luse. Stwley 407-242-6027

HLl'llers Resave Condo for rent
1100SF2becl,Qbath. ~
a-1:l uit with W/0. $1 oootnonth.
cal Dan 407-Z30-2219.
Avaiaije 811,00

muse u

$375.tro. Lg bchn in
rent Saeened pool, hos lnlemet,
cable, W/0, g.nige. Clean, <il.g
free. l\t1ins t:> UCF & VCC. Cal

$500mo incl. util Non&noker,
sec !IYS. pool & 1ennis.
Available lmmediatEly. Email

~ @ y a h o o . c a n.

keemk@embarqmailcom or

i

UCF/NE ORLANDO

Call 239-707-4448

j

Mf'wanted. 2 rooms available
in fimished 32 home on lake.
walled Comm, 6 mins 1D UCF.

Colonial Pointe l..uxuy Apts
J3Edooms Free W/0, pool,
fitness CB'lter, paws.
2300 Econ Cir. 407-679-e,061

bedroom hJme. Be!ird UCF.
lntemetCctJle, utiities, W/0,
dishwas1er, COITVT1Uity pool,
$550,tron1h. August lease
avaictlleb-09/10 s;rool year1
MF. Cal 407-876-5697 or
321-438-1354

UCF AREA- Walk t:> Oasses.
1 br. 1 bth. 600 sq. ft. $395,tno.,
rerovated, $525.rro. 1 MO. FREE
RENT. (407) 339-2933

L.ookrg b' F roormiate 1D ive in
425 hJme bcaled behrd UCF.
$400 pl.IS split util. lndl.d intmt &
cable. Has W/0, walk-in closets,
ard nire neigliJorrood. Cor8:t
Naty at 407-683-7413 or
natyp84@gnal.can

F!Yllasy Spor1s ~ lookirg
for~andtalerded SJ.X)lls

Shere geat new 3 bedroom

walerlront h:Jme with one CXJllege
sll.dent ov,ner, µst 5 minutes from
C3ll)US. Fantastic opportuity b'

fens 1D promcxe J:XO(im 1tis
sum,er. Generous CXlO ~ Ilissb IS

pad v.1ile havrg ft.n! lnteresled
parties please send CXlllla:t info t>:

bn.re@paylhefa,.can
423-667-6718

AIRLINES ARE HIRING - Tran for
tig1 payrg Aviaoon Mai1teran:e
Caeer. F A A ~ progam.
Fna-cial aid ifqual'lfied-H:Jusi,g
avaiable. CALLAllialion lnsli!Ue
of Maillencn.a (888)349,6387.

•
~ Cooc:h Needed
Also, dcn;e 1Eacher in hp-hap. Beg-

•

~d'!ic:re'Hrl.JI Exp. ard ref.

recµw.Cal321~

rr.Tit HELP WANTED:

•

I1W Full-Time

.

S1l..dent H:Jusi1g Commui1y row
mg flJ..ti'ne posioons focusirg
on L.easirg and Marketing. F'leclSe
e-mai rest.mes 1D Noole at

•

rb'g,worth@ca,-µ.,saplS.can

NEW 212..5Towmome Ren!OM1
AVALON PARK
2cargarage, t.pga:led kilchen,
FREE LAWNCARE ,FREE
CABIE,l.4)51airsloft
AVAJI.A8l..EJULY 1st!!
$1300month
(No srrokas, smal pelS welcome)

emai: mecigel001@y.roo.can
b' m::ire inlbrmalion
TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT i1
galed COITVT1Uity in Avalon Pal<
(Sprirg Isle) 31.3.52 Like new.
Ea:t1 bectoom has it's own bath!
Close 1D UCF off Cobnal ard
Avalon. W/0, pool ard cltrouse.
$1500hm. Cal32h'377-1746or
95<H593-7233. AVAJLJULY 1ST

225

neat and l'eSJX)I ISi:Jle mn--smokirg
M,F.l Ony $55Q,tron1h + 1/2.

utitities. JJy1alva,@y.tn:>.oom
280128A I..J..oo.ry Apt to Shere!
Al Util and Amervties lrdded.
$6()0,tno. Econ & Lee VIS1a, 12
ni"l. 10 UCF 407-373-0058

$450 Room! 3 rooms

avmlable! Includes ALL
Ublltles, Callle and lnlanet.

1 Maslet' Bedroom w/Privale
Bath. Localed off 408 &
Goldel1od. Wasllel*llyerincl.
Fully FURJIISHEO. Large yard
& Garage. call 954.684.2682
Therrien0027@yahoo.com

2 female roorrmates needed t>
share a beautifu 3.2 house in
Waterbd Lakes. Hoo:IIMJod
floora, 1irepla'.8, lafge kilchen. Gall
Janet 305-2060031
2 rooms avail. in a 3.2 house
rooms not fu1ished 8ajnrT'g
August Located in River Pa1< on
Dean t:tw. 50uivefSily $300\'n
ird. u1i. cal 561 "3546388.

212..Apt. d:lse t> UCF. Galec:I
001l11'17l.flitW/D,OLtlhouse, pool,
+. $750. cal (407)463-7200/484-

FURN,W/0, GABIE, PVTBI\TH,-

6392

STEVE 4072374982

Towmome near new UCF med
s:hool. $148,000- 3 bedroom,
25 ba1h. Galed with YMCA
rnerrtiersl1'). Cal Chisty or
Roger 407-857-55'.35

IN 212. UCF10 MIN $400MN
$30'.)se::,+1~1 PETS OK

•
ATTEND COUEGE ONLINE from
Home. "Mecical, *Business,
"Paalegal, *Comp..iteis, *Cminai
Justice. Joo plaJement
assistmce. CorTl)UEI' availa:lle.
RnancialAid ifquaified.
Cal (866)858-2121

•

www.CerrtuaOriine.cx:m.

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
••
•
••

•
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Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

I5 7 9 3 2

Rooms for rent in 6

1 &2

suldolku

;4

I

I

!

2

9 month lease avaictlle at
Pegasus Poi1te,$580month, 2
bed 2 battmcm ~ f r o m
August 19 - l'v1ay 8,201 O.No
appicalion fee or dep;)Sjt reqjed.Call me at 41 S-215-6845 or

321-243-7170ord11et@c¥Jl.can.

•

1

9 7
Ast-.-gton pa1( tnJses for rert
near UCFl 3/212. $1ID'.M'ronlh
42512 w/pool $1Ero.tronlt'I

$13

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

····-···-· ..

~DERS WANTED.
$300 a day polential. No Experience

Rate(
$}9

First issue:
Each addl issue:

5

100

•

RATES

Rate
32S ForSale: Automotive B
3SO ForSale: General
A
37S For Sale: Pets
A
400 Services
B
SOOAnnouncements
A
600 Traver
B
700 Worship
B
800 Miscellaneous
B
900 Wanted
B

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

· -l-!

7
8

Friday puzzle:

- · - Hard level

I

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Covers with
asphalt
6 Deer lrttle one
10 little COW
14 _ litella: Gilda
Radner's "'Never
mindl" character
15 "That's clear now"
16 One illegally off
base
17 "The Thinker''
sculptor
18 Expected landing
hrs.
19 Payroll tax that
funds Soc. Sec.
20 ""Hands up!"
23 Fit for the milttary
24 Do a slow burn
25 Use a shovel
27 Backside
30 Pub pint
31 Like a childhood
stage, to Freud
33 like fantastic
tales
By Gary Stelnmehl
35 Do-_: desperate
39 "Hands down I"
3 Purchase for
42 Public
your Xbox
disturbance
4 Gonzalez in
43 Right triangle
2000 news
ratio
• 5 Matched, as
44 Razor-billed
dubbed dialogue
b irds
to mouth
45 Diamond or ruby
movements
47 Doofus
6 Feudal estate
49 Fed. auditing
7 Regarding
agency
8 Hasan
50 "Pet'' sources of
9Summer
irritation
refresher with a
53 Speed-of-sound
three-leaf logo
word
10 Food fight sile
55 "Hands offr'
11 Make-_
59 Not in favor of
Foundation
60 Two-thirds of
12 English
Santa's laugh
philosopher John
61 Old-time
13 Chef Bobby
drummer Gene
21 Terre _, Indiana
63 Refreshing
22 Serf of ancient
rapper/actor?
Sparta
64 Lead-in for sees
25 Puts on
or seas
26 Camaro _-Z:
65 Pentium maker
muscle car
66 Say it isn't so
28 Web pages with
67 Floor model
basic site info
68 Letters before
29 lighter _: Zippe
tees
filler
32 Years on the job
DOWN
34 1990s-2000S
hostof"The
1 Part of mph
Tonight Show"
2 Seiiorita"s love

3 s o a
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0 3 9 'If

I
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3
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Last issue solved

36 Dunked snacks
37 Durante's"_
DinkaDoo"
38 "Happy motoring"
gas
40 Christopher who
played
Superman
41 Alabama march
City

46 Way of doing
things
48 Nonsilent film

50 London change
51 Gone from one's
plate
52 Push hard
54 Preserves, as
beef
55 Let go, with .
"off"
56 Atlention getter
57 Corrida critter
58 Fencing sword
62 Capp and
Gore

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

All

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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